The radical efficiency increase of accelerator beam extraction by means of bent crystals is reached by reducing the longitudinal dimension and bending angle of crystals. The usage of short crystals results in reduction of dechanneling losses and in increase of average number of crystal crossings by particle. Both factors allowed to get a 70 GeV beam extraction efficiency more than 80% which was experimentally proved and is in a good agreement with theory predictions. The feasibility of efficient work of crystal at injection energy (1.3 GeV) is demonstrated as well.
ANALYSIS RESULTS
New method of beam extraction from accelerator based on application of bent crystals [l- 51 is developed in several world laboratories. This method is characterized by simplicity of realization, small intensity ripples and possibility to combine it with colliding mode or internal targeting. The crystal has minimum "septum thickness" and therefore can be very useh1 for loss localization applications as coherent scatterer.
However during a long time the researchers did not succeed to reach high efficiency of extraction, since at one passage of accelerator beam through a crystal only a small part of particles was captured into the channeling mode. The idea of significant increase of the extraction efficiency is to use a very short crystal [6, 7] . In long crystals with large bending angle, used early, losses of particles were high due to dechanneling . In case of short crystals the growth of efficiency is reached because of a) reduction of particle losses caused by dechanneling, and b) increasing of average number of particle passages through crystal due to reduction of scattering on crystal length. The very first experimental work in this direction [3-51 performed by collaboration of researchers at IHEP 70 GeV accelerator have resulted in essential improvement of extraction parameters in comparison with known data. Intensity of extracted 70 GeV proton beam of more than 10" per cycle was achieved at efficiency of -40%. Two short silicon crystals ( length 7 and 5 mm, bending angles 1.7 and 1.5 mrad accordingly) made with two different technologies were used. One of the crystals had a shape of a strip and second had "0"-figure shape (these designs are described in [3-51).
These technologies of bent crystals preparation continue to be developed. The extraction efficiency up to 85% were achieved as a result of creation of new crystals, more shorter, better polished and better bent. At present a few crystals are installed at the U-70 accelerator. Their location are chosen so that the bent crystals are used as the first elements of slow extraction system. The characteristics of crystals are given in Table 1 . The crystals shaped as a strip (S-type) ,have orientation Si( 11 I), while the 0-shaped crystals have the orientation Si( 1 10).
Steering the accelerator beam onto a crystal is provided by slow bump distorting the orbit. Location of the equipment and diagnostics devices are described in detail in [3-51 as well as the characteristics of beam in the accelerator. steered on the crystal was determined with the systematic error -1 % by measurements of circulating beam intensity before and after extraction. Total systematic error of efficiency measurements was -4% taking into account all the factors. Efficiency of extraction (ratio of extracted beam intensity to the accelerator intensity steered onto the crystal) was determined at each accelerator cycle. The statistics for several hundreds of cycles was stored for each experimental point. In order to get uniform steering of the beam onto a crystal a feedback loop including secondary particles monitor and bump power supply was used.
The best result was achieved using shortest crystals N21 and N 2 6 with lengths of 2 mm and 1.8 mm shaped as narrowstrips.
The results of investigations of crystal Nc1 are given on is directed on collimator by a fast kicker-magnet. The last mode was also applied for calibration of devices used for crystal operation diagnostics. Application of a crystal reduces the radiation levels downstream the collimator in N several times.
efficiency measurements for the crystals of a different length (Table 1) . These results are compared with the calculated ones, taking into account transportation of particles in a crystal (program CATCH [9] ) and multiturn movement in accelerator. As it can be seen on extraction efficiency for low energies (less than 1 GeV) as high as it was achieved for 70 GeV. can be successfully applied to extraction and collimation of beams on accelerators in a wide range of energies. 
